Population control of caged native fruitflies in the field by compound autosomes and temperature-sensitive mutants.
A genetic technique for insect population control has been tested in cages under field conditions at two different locations in British Columbia. The method entails the population replacement of standard insects by those bearing compound autosomes using the principle of negative heterosis, thus permitting control or elimination through conditional mutations. Both native- and laboratory-derived compound strains of the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster were tested in population cages against standards in the laboratory and at the two field sites. Those compound-bearing insects originating from the wild were the most successful, both in the laboratory and the field, in displacing standards from the cages down to a minimum initial ratio of 5 compounds to 1 standard. The importance is stressed of collecting strains from the wild, and performing the necessary genetic manipulations as rapidly as possible, prior to releasing the rearrangement in the field for control purposes.